
Thinking outside the box, trying 

new products and working 

practices, can help drive 

productivity and profi tability even 

in the most challenging times.
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Wholecrop boost for milk 
from forage on Cumbrian 
farm - page 12.

The Scottish beef 
producer driving down 
production costs - page 4.

Switching feed system 
boosts beef production on 
Welsh farm - page 16.
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Focus on

change for the better

Continued on page 2

With the cost of feed and other farm inputs rising, taking a whole 
farm approach when planning for your livestock diets for the 
coming year will reduce exposure to price volatility and protect 
your business for the future.

The main areas of loss that can quite easily be rectifi ed are dry matter and 
energy losses in home-produced feeds and losses due to ineffective use 
of purchased inputs.

As well as the obvious fi nancial benefi ts of reducing these losses, 
producing a larger percentage of your milk or meat in a sustainable way 
and reducing your carbon footprint is likely to form a critical part of future 
government support.

On page 12 of this issue, you will read how David Walker’s farm business 
has benefi ted by working with us to improve the quality of his wholecrop 
and grass silage, and how he is now obtaining over 40% of his milk 
from forage, with good milk solids.

Cutting grass at the right stage and focusing on quality has, as explained 
in the last issue, been shown to reduce methane emissions by 0.5 litres for 

Making the most 
of what you’ve got!
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Continued from page 1

every percentage point of D value. Further to 
this, recent NIAB research shows that  
1% higher D value equates to 0.26 litres of 
milk, 40g of beef or 20g of lamb liveweight 
gain per day. 

In the UK overall ensiled feed DM losses 
can average 25% (Wilkinson and Davies 2013). 
Reducing losses in silages down to high single 
figures is achievable by paying close attention 
to the ‘3 P’s’ - Preserve, Pack and Protect. 

Choosing Safesil as your silage preservative 
has been shown repeatedly, in independent 
trials, to reduce DM loss during the 
fermentation phase to low single figures. 
It does this by eliminating the undesirable 
bacteria on the ensiled crop to produce a 
clean, efficient, lactic fermentation. Further 
losses in dry matter and quality will also be 

minimised during the feedout phase because 
Safesil kills the yeasts and moulds which 
cause heating and deterioration when air is 
present. Conversely, using a hetero-fermenting 
inoculant, which many other companies 
promote, whilst improving stability and losses 
at feedout, may increase total losses by 
producing CO2 and water as by-products of 
acetic acid production. 

Packing of the clamp using a SilaPactor will 
also reduce losses. The correlation between 

A sustainable approach 
to home-grown feed 
production could lead 
to less dependency on
costly inputs and fewer 
lorries.
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silage density and DM loss has been well 
documented and use of a SilaPactor has been 
shown to increase compaction density by up 
to 40%. 

Finally, protection with O2 Barrier 2in1 top 
sheets, combined with top quality side sheets, 
all held in place with either SilageSafe or 
ClampNet and gravel bags, all play a part 
in producing a consistent clamp of stable 
silage, with the minimum of losses. After all, 
it costs no more to produce a tonne of quality 
silage than a tonne of poorly fermented and/
or aerobically unstable, and therefore less 
productive, silage. 

One of the big costs in livestock diets is 
protein. In recent years there has been a 
trend towards using urea to supplement this, 
predominantly as a treatment for cereals 
or wholecrop, but also in higher dry matter 
forages. We have always known that this 
approach is not cost effective as the non-
protein nitrogen added by the urea is of poor 
nutritional quality. In the clamp the urea is 
converted to ammonia much of which is lost to 
the atmosphere. 

This has been quantified in two independent 
trials conducted by Dr Dave Davies and Dr 
Horst Auerbach, who collaborated to produce 
an article explaining their results which was 
recently published in the Farmers Weekly. 

The article concludes that up to 73% of the 
added nitrogen is lost to the atmosphere. It is 
also difficult to manage ammonia in the diet, 
especially alongside forages which are also 
high in rapidly rumen-degradable protein, as 
without adequate sugar in the rumen it has 
the potential to lead to ammonia toxicity 
which can impact on fertility and liver 
function. This ‘lost’ nitrogen is likely to come 
under close scrutiny and affect further agri-
environmental policy. 

Growing legumes as a more environmentally 
beneficial and rumen-friendly source of protein  
is increasing in popularity with some farmers. 

Peas and beans are relatively simple to grow 
and quite versatile in that they can either be 
combined and treated with Propcorn NC, 
ensiled with a moist feed (such as brewers 

grains), or wholecropped depending on your 
feeding system and availability of harvesting 
equipment. 

These options have been explained in a 
previous issue of KnowHow.

Recent research by the Processors and 
Growers Research Organisation has found 
that it may be beneficial bi-cropping peas and 
beans or a legume with a cereal.  As the use of 
nitrogen fertiliser is also likely to come under 
close scrutiny in the future, the nitrogen-fixing 
properties of beans and the soil structure 
improvements they provide should also be 
taken into account. 

Lupins may also be an option in some parts 
of the country as they are higher in DUP (or 
bypass) protein and have the potential to 
reduce soya requirements in some diets. 
They are, however, more difficult to grow 
successfully so specialist agronomic advice 
should be sought.

For cereals, by far the best and most cost-
efficient method of preservation is by 
crimping because it conserves cereals at peak 
nutritional value and digestibility. Harvested at 
between 35% and 40% moisture, crimped and 
treated with the proven preservative CrimpSafe 
300, and then ensiled, crimped grain can 
reduce bought-in concentrate requirements 
significantly. 

Fully traceable and with a lower carbon 
footprint relative to many bought-in feeds, 
crimped grain is a cost-effective and rumen-
friendly way of boosting energy levels in 
ruminant rations. 

The case studies relating to Gordon Smith 
and Martyn Jones on pages 4 and 16 highlight 
the benefits of this process. Whilst not adding 
additional protein, crimping harvests the cereal 
at a time when the natural protein levels are 
higher and more available. 

It also brings increases in DM yields and more, 
and better quality, straw. This can be baled as 
dry straw or, once the moisture content of the 
straw is below 25%, baled and treated with 
BaleSafe to produce a high-quality, low-dust 
feed straw.
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Cutting costs of production is on every farmer’s 
wish list but often comes with the fear of a decline 
in performance. But when Scottish farmer, 
Gordon Smith, set himself the goal of reducing 
input costs by £200/head for every animal reared 
on Fallaw Farm, he was relieved to find it came 
with a sharp increase in daily liveweight gain.

Farming 180 Simmental cross Limousin cows 
with his father, Douglas, brother, Fraser and wife, 
Caron, he says he has been staggered by the 
growth rates achieved since they moved their 
youngstock on to lower-cost feeds.

He says: “We weighed a group of 56 this morning 
and their average daily liveweight gain over the 
past month has been 2.2kg. There were a couple 
of poorer animals in this group pulling the average 
down, but at least two individual bulls hit a growth 
rate of over 3kg/day.

“We’re delighted with this growth which is beyond 
anything I thought possible,” he says. “However, 
we’re confident in its accuracy having invested in 
digital scales.” 

The cost-cutting process began after Gordon 

returned home from college at SRUC’s 
Craibstone campus in 2009, when he joined the 
family’s mixed livestock and arable farm near 
Arbroath, on the north east coast of Scotland. 

Farming 500 acres (202ha) in total, of which 
360 acres (146ha) are owned, he says: “We’d 
always fed rolled, dry barley with some wheat 
distillers dark grains for added protein, and found 
performance to be acceptable.”

However, he felt low-level acidosis was pulling 
things back, while the rolled barley attracted grain 
mites in storage. So, the decision was taken to 
introduce a buffer to improve rumen health, along 
with some molasses.

“We’d been averaging growth rates of 1.4kg/day 
throughout the fattening period and the new feed 
brought this up by 0.3-0.4kg/day,” he says. “But 
the two new ingredients added 20p to the cost, 
which – including straw and hay – rose from £1.86 
to £2.06/head/day.”

Gordon therefore continued in his search for 
better value but was anxious to avoid ingredients 
which were likely to be acidotic.

Record growth rates 
from cost-cut ration

Scottish beef producer, Gordon Smith, set himself the target of cutting costs of 
production by £200 for every animal reared in his herd. Today he’s close to reaching 
this goal, thanks largely to changing his feed.
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“I discounted urea-based products partly on the 
basis of their high cost but I’d also seen cattle 
on them which were not well developed and had 
quite distended guts,” he says. 

Also observing that urea grain preservatives give 
off large amounts of ammonia, he was concerned 
by their poor environmental credentials and inbuilt 
inefficiencies.

“The thing which finally took my eye was 
crimped grain which I thought was very cost-
effective and could achieve high levels of 
performance,” he said. 

Crimping his own home-grown barley meant 
rolling the grain and adding the preservative, 
CrimpSafe 300, and storing the product in airtight 
conditions, such as a clamp or polythene tube.

However, with no spare clamp on the farm and 
unable to find a local contractor with bagging 
equipment, he decided to buy his own bagger.

“Ian Hall, from feed preservation specialists Kelvin 
Cave Ltd, found us a second-hand Murska 700 
mill and bagger in one machine,” he explains. 
“We had it shipped from the south of England and 
ventured into crimping for the first time last year.”

Agronomy
With winter barley harvest taken early, on 14 July, 
he says he learnt from this process how to set the 
combine for better results next year.

“The combine needs adjusting for the higher 
moisture grain but it threshes so easily,” he says. 
“We also had no barley heads on the ground and 
have seen no groundkeepers coming through in 
the following crop of grass.”

Also observing that the year was difficult for 
cereals with a lot of secondary tillering, he says: 
“The small, green grains would have been 
completely lost if the crop had been harvested 
and stored dry, but they could all be effectively 
preserved in the higher moisture crimp.”

Baling and wrapping straw straight from the 
back of the combine, he adds: “This was also 
completely spotless and very palatable for  
the cattle.”

Ian explains that cereals are usually cut for 
crimping around three weeks before dry cereal 
harvest and the CrimpSafe 300 preserves grain at 
moisture contents between 25% and 45%.

Continued on page 6

“The cattle look 
fantastic on it – they 
have drum-tight skin 
and so much muscle 
they look like they’ve 
spent every day in 
the gym.”

Gordon Smith

On feeding ration treated 
with Crimpsafe 300:
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Continued from page 5

“This means it comes off the field in optimum 
condition, with slightly higher yields, even on a dry 
matter basis, and usually before any disease has 
damaged the crop,” he says. “There’s also far less 
grain loss in the field which explains the farm’s 
clean grass crop the following year.” 

Livestock benefits
However, the livestock benefits on Fallaw Farm 
were said to be even greater than those from the 
agronomy, with growth rates up a further 0.4kg 
per day over the already improved ration.

“We actually monitored this closely by keeping 
two groups of cattle which we weighed and 
grouped as identically as it’s possible to do,” 
explains Gordon.

One group was fed the dry grain ration including 
the dark grains, buffer and molasses while the 
other was fed just crimp and dark grains, both 
on an ad lib basis and with added minerals. 
Liveweights were taken regularly to provide an 
accurate comparison over roughly three months 
before the stock were ready for sale.

“The group on the crimp-based ration averaged 
a growth rate of 2.2kg/day while those on the dry 
grain ration, including the molasses and buffer, 
grew at 1.8kg/day,” he says. “Also, the time taken 
for the first bulls on the crimp-mix group to be 
ready for slaughter was about 18 days earlier than 
those on the dry grain molasses mix.”

With feed priced at £2.06 per head for the 
molasses-based ration, the time saved represented 
a feed input saving of £37.08 per head.

“However, had the cheaper crimp ration been 
used over a 180-day fattening period, a further 
20p/head would be saved, equating to an 
additional £36 per head saving, totalling £73.08 
overall,” he says.

He bases his figures on carefully calculated 
costs for every ingredient, with crimped cereals 
themselves found to be comparable or slightly 
cheaper than producing dry grain.

Combining lower feed costs with faster growth 
rates has increased the farm’s profits from 
beef, with entire males and heifers now finishing 
at 12.5 to 13.5 months weighing 680-700kg 
(approx 400kg deadweight), and consistently 
achieving U grades. 

“The ration preserved with CrimpSafe 300 also 
seems to keep a long time and be very palatable, 
and high moisture grain seems a very natural 
way of feeding stock,” he adds. “The cattle look 
fantastic on it – they have drum-tight skin and so 
much muscle they look like they’ve spent every 
day in the gym.”

Ian explains the effects of crimp on health and 
performance: “It’s safer for rumen stability, is 
more digestible and degradable than conventional 
dry, rolled grain and can be safely fed at a higher 
rate.”

Today, the family continues in its endeavour to 
reduce costs of production and is now close to its 
goal of cutting £200 per head.

“Other improvements which are getting us there 
include reducing age at first calving, reseeding 
some of the more open leys with modern 
grasses and generally improving our grassland 
management,” says Gordon. “We have also built 
a subsoiler which has really helped our drainage 
and improved grass yields.”

An experimental crop of spring beans has also 
been a success so far, and has the potential to 
replace the dark grains, further reducing bought-
in feeds.

High moisture barley before crimping.
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“Of all the actions we’ve taken, we have to 
remember that feed represents 70% of costs, 
so any benefits with this will have the greatest 
impact,” says Gordon. “We haven’t fed any stock 
on crimp for a full year yet, but are now using 
it from the creep ration onwards. Those which 
started on it young are doing so much better so 
we think the benefits will increase.

“We started crimping on a small scale as we 
wanted to learn with a small batch but we wish 
we’d produced more,” he adds. “It’s simple and 
cheap and there’s no way we’ve seen growth 
rates like it on any other feed. This year our 
plan is that everything will be crimped.”

Fallaw Farm facts• Family-run farm of 500 acres (202ha) in Arbroath• Beef, sheep and arable enterprises• Aim to cut £200 per head from costs of production• Beef formerly fed dry rolled barley and dark grains• Beef now fed crimped barley and dark grains• Average growth rates in fi nal three months,     2.2kg/day
• Top growth rates for fi nishers exceed 3kg/day • Crimp is now introduced with the calves’ creep feed• This year all the farm’s cereals will be crimped

Part of the Simmental cross Limousin herd.

Baling straw alongside the combine.
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The 10 Golden Rules of Crimping

BaleSafe is a hay, haylage and straw preservative that will 
put an end to spoilt and dusty bales. It is designed to retain 
the nutritional and hygienic quality of forage in any conditions 
and particularly comes into its own in a catchy weather season.

Capable of preserving the quality of hay and straw at up 
to 25% moisture, BaleSafe will also preserve wrapped 
haylage at 50-75% dry matter. Its unique blend of 
non-corrosive human food-grade preservatives includes 
propionic acid, benzoic acid and potassium sorbate, 
which have been independently proven to stop the 
development of yeasts and moulds in their tracks.

No one likes to open mouldy bales like the one pictured 
(above right), and this product will ensure the waste 
associated with moulds and yeasts becomes a thing of 
the past.

Don’t let MOUL D       
              take a HOLD
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Ensure that all areas where the grain is to be handled and stored are clean. 

Grain-handling machinery must also be thoroughly cleaned before use.

Treat storage areas prior to harvest to eliminate grain-storage pests such as grain mites, 

weevils and grain beetles. If possible, avoid storing straw close to crimped grain – 

infestation by grain-storage pests can be transmitted from straw.

Check grain moisture content to ensure the correct preservative is applied. CrimpSafe 

300 for grains between 45% and 25% moisture, CrimpSafe Hi-Dry for grains drier 

than 25% moisture, (or Activator + CA for organic farmers). Apply at the recommended 

rate for grain type and moisture content.  Go to https://kelvincave.com/grain/grain-

preservatives/crimpsafe-effective-crimped-grain-additive/ Contact your Kelvin Cave 

Ltd representative for advice on checking moisture content correctly. N.B. Normal 

moisture meters will not give accurate readings above 30% moisture. However, Kelvin 

Cave can supply an easy to use, specially calibrated moisture meter that will give 

accurate readings up to 50% moisture.

Process and ensile all grain within 24 hours of harvesting.

Ensure that the Murska or Korte crimper rollers are set correctly so that all grains are 

crushed. Check that the preservative applicator is correctly calibrated to apply the correct 

amount of preservative. The crimper should be fi tted with spray nozzles to ensure even 

coverage as the grain travels along the bottom auger.

Make sure the clamp walls are solid and can withstand the pressure of clamp consolidation.

Consolidate the crimped crop well, in thin layers, using the Dorset Wedge method.

Keep the clamp sealed for at least three weeks before feeding. Make sure all air is 

excluded and protection is provided to prevent bird damage. Use new, heavy-duty 

polythene side-sheeting, such as the Kelvin Cave 150µm clear side sheet, and cover the

clamp with O2 Barrier 2in1 top sheet and fold a ‘Warner’s Corner’ (https://kelvincave.

com/ensiling/ensiling-methods/advantage-o2-barrier/) on the shoulder for the most 

effective air-tight seal.  All covering should be weighted down evenly; the Silage Safe

system is ideal for this, alternatively ClampNets and gravel bags can be used. 

Cut the feed neatly from the face and manage it so that feed is removed across the whole 

face at least once a week, or more frequently in warmer weather. Keep the face of the 

clamp uncovered, pulling the sheet down over an open face can create an ‘incubator’ for 

spoilage organisms.

Take precautions against vermin. Rats, mice and birds can cause damage to your 

crimped grain; your local Kelvin Cave representative can give you useful advice on how 

to avoid this.

In order to produce Crimped Grain of the highest quality every time,

we recommend that you follow these 10 Golden Rules:

1
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Cave can supply an easy to use, specially calibrated moisture meter that will give 
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Make sure the clamp walls are solid and can withstand the pressure of clamp consolidation.

polythene side-sheeting, such as the Kelvin Cave 150µm clear side sheet, and cover the

In order to produce Crimped Grain of the highest quality every time,

we recommend that you follow these 10 Golden Rules:
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Our comprehensive range of tried and tested 
products are at the forefront in every stage of 
preservation, processing and ensiling, helping 
you to retain the overall quality, 
digestibility and nutritional 
value of your crimped feeds.

When it comes to getting the most 
from your valuable home-grown 
crimped feeds … we’ve always 
got your back!
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CrimpSafe 300 and CrimpSafe Hi-Dry  
CrimpSafe 300 ensures a controlled fermentation and maximum nutrient retention for ensiled, crimped grain above 
25% moisture. For effective preservation and ensiling of grain below 25% moisture content, use CrimpSafe Hi-Dry. 

Grain processing machines
With proven versatility and performance across the range, Kelvin Cave Ltd has machines capable of processing between 
500kg and 50 tonnes per hour, and a range of ancillary equipment and bespoke options to suit all applications.

O2 Barrier 2in1
Applied as a single sheet which transforms into two on the clamp, O2 Barrier 2in1 comprises a protective, 
high-quality top layer covering a layer of very oxygen impermeable, polyamide vacuum fi lm. It provides quick and 
effective clamp sealing with reduced workload, and up to a tenfold decrease in oxygen permeability compared to 
conventional sheeting systems.

ClampNet
ClampNet is a 300g/m2 heavy-duty green silage cover with hemmed, stitched edges to prevent fraying or unravelling.
It offers added protection from attack by birds and vermin and also helps to maintain compaction.

KlampClips and Side Sheets
Made from sprung stainless steel, KlampClips are like an extra pair of hands when lining clamp walls with side sheets.  
As all clamp walls vary in thickness, our KlampClips are made-to-measure and are supplied in packs of 25.
Heavy-duty, 150μm, clear plastic side sheets are supplied in 50-metre rolls and convenient widths of 4, 5 and 6 metres.

Propcorn NC 
Propcorn NC is the proven, non-corrosive, successor of Propcorn. Safer to use, and with 70% less fumes than 
straight propionic acid, Propcorn NC is suitable for preserving whole, or rolled, grain and pulses with moisture 
content of up to 25%, in aerobic conditions.

Silage Safe
Silage Safe is laid over silage sheets and incorporates integral tensioning straps that replace the need for 
weighting down with tyres or sandbags. It is installed in 2-metre widths from each side of the clamp and each 
overlapping piece is drawn together with tensioning straps.

Moisture Meter 
The Wile Crimping Moisture Meter is the only grain moisture meter that can give readings above 30% with any 
degree of accuracy. Available exclusively from Kelvin Cave Ltd, the Wile Crimping Moisture Meter tests whole grain, 
and will give accurate readings on all grain from 12% up to 50% moisture.
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Producing milk from forage is a key target for 
every dairy producer, and wholecrop cereals can 
play a significant role in this ambition. Starch 
levels potentially approaching 30% and high 
levels of structural fibre to aid rumen function 
both contribute to good animal performance 
from this relatively easy-to-grow forage.

But ensiling wholecrop cereals can present 
more of a challenge, with high dry matters 
and stemmy material potentially making the 
exclusion of air difficult to achieve. Getting it 
wrong can come at a high cost to animal health 
and performance, but following correct practice 
in clamping and preservation can assure the 
production of an energy-rich, high dry matter, 
high performance feed.

On Harrington Parks Farm near Workington
in Cumbria, dairy producer, David Walker, 

produces 40% of his herd’s milk from forage. 
He believes high-quality wholecrop silage is 
essential in achieving this performance, but has 
learned the hard way how to produce consistent 
forage quality with reliability every year.

Farming 155 British Friesians yielding 7,500 kg 
at 4.75% fat and 3.50% protein, he has grown 
wholecrop barley for around 20 years. Unlike 
some alternatives, cereal crops tolerate the 
farm’s exposed location, while using spring 
barley offers further agronomic gains. These 
include the avoidance of bare soil and run-off 
during the worst of the weather, and averting the 
crop damage which often occurs in winter-sown 
crops on the farm’s coastal fields overlooking 
the Solway Firth.

Conservation challenges
However, despite the success of the crop itself, 

Wholecrop 
boost for milk 
from forage

Addressing the challenges of conserving wholecrop cereals 
has lifted milk from forage on a coastal, Cumbrian farm.
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conserving wholecrop silage with reliable results 
eluded the team at Harrington Parks Farm for 
many years.

David says: “It’s a difficult job to compact 
wholecrop and eliminate air as it’s a high dry 
matter and stemmy forage. So, we’ve always 
used an additive as an insurance, but had 
never been able to find one that keeps it really 
stable. It always used to warm up over winter, 
and through summer we could not prevent it 
going mouldy.”

The final straw occurred in a particularly bad 
year when changes to herd health suggested a 
more serious problem.

“We noticed we were getting mastitis and 
swollen hocks, which was identified by our vet 
as caused by mycotoxins,” he says.

This was traced to the wholecrop silage which that 
year had acquired an "orange-coloured mould".

“The product we’d put on the silage obviously 
didn’t work,” he says. “And we ended up paying 

Safesil Pro-treated barley.

“Now, our wholecrop 
is dry, consistent 
through the clamp, 
cold throughout the 
year and never gets 
bad patches.”

David Walker

On treating wholecrop  
with Safesil Pro:

Continued on page 14
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used preservatives proven to eliminate yeast 
activity without compromising fermentation.

“This massively reduces those dry matter losses 
which silently drag down a farm’s financial 
performance,” he adds. “But it can also play a 
role in reducing the production of mycotoxins 
and the sort of health issues they can cause.”  

David used the product on his next crop of 
wholecrop and says the result was beyond his 
expectations.

“To be honest, I was surprised as, despite the 
promises, none of the additives had proved 
successful in the past and this came as such a 
contrast,” he says. “Now, our wholecrop is dry, 
consistent through the clamp, cold throughout 
the year and never gets bad patches.”

This has been supported by improved sheeting 
choices including high quality side sheets 
alongside a top sheet of O2 Barrier 2in1.

“This is the single sheet product which 
transforms into two on application,” explains 
Michael. “The bottom layer is a polyamide 
vacuum film, which is a true oxygen barrier, 
giving the product far better airtight qualities 
that conventional sheeting.”  

“We also find it’s much easier to apply and we’re 
confident it helps reduce wastage,” adds David. 

the penalty with sick cows, lost milk, and buying 
an expensive mycotoxin binder.”

The search was then on to find a better way, 
and David took the decision to approach feed 
and forage preservation specialists, Kelvin 
Cave Ltd.

Preservatives for high DM forage
He discussed the concept of silage preservatives 
with northern area manager, Michael Carpenter, 
who pointed him to one specifically formulated 
for high dry matter forage.

Michael says: “I recommended Safesil Pro as 
this contains the necessary preservatives in the 
correct proportions to deal with the problems 
David was facing.” 

These preservatives give exceptional aerobic 
stability and – as reported in the dairy industry’s 
most respected academic publication – are 
independently proven to "eliminate the activity 
of yeasts and guarantee prolonged storage 
stability" (Journal of Dairy Science, 94:824-831).

“Yeasts and moulds grow in the presence of 
oxygen which is notoriously difficult to eliminate 
from wholecrop forages,” says Michael. “Amongst 
its other ingredients, Safesil Pro contains the 
correct levels of sodium benzoate and potassium 
sorbate, which are currently the only commonly 

Continued from page 13

Below and opposite: Part of David Walker’s herd of British Friesians.
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Harrington Parks Farm facts• 250 acres (101 hectares) on West     Cumbrian coast
• 155 British Friesians producing     7,500 litres at 4.75% fat and 3.50%      protein

• 3,000 litres of milk from forage• 30 acres of wholecrop spring barley      conserved with Safesil Pro

Today his British Friesians are performing 
at their best, achieving over 3,000 litres from 
forage and increasing year on year. The icing on 
the cake has been second place for the breed 
in the northern region NMR Annual Production 
Report for combined fat plus protein.

As both a supplier and council member for First 
Milk, David says he’s particularly pleased that 
quality forage is supporting his milk price by 
helping to maintain high levels of milk solids. But 
also important is the fact that he’s cutting waste 
and increasing efficiency, which has improved 
the farm’s carbon credentials – a goal for David 
and his buyer.

He says he will continue using Safesil on his 
wholecrop barley, now for the seventh year, 
and also uses forage additives from Kelvin Cave 
on grass silage, and with great success on an 
ad hoc basis on a crop of wholecrop beans.
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It’s easy to fall into the trap of doing things
as they’ve always been done and overlooking 
how they could be improved.  

This was the case on Plas Onn Farm near 
Welshpool in Powys, where father and son 
team, Martyn and Gruff Jones, admit they 
reared their beef in a similar way to their father 
and grandfather before them. This meant 
buying in weaned dairy x beef calves and selling 
most of them at around 18 months as strong 
stores. A group would also be kept until they 
were finished, often leaving the farm at up to 36 
months, with killing out weights of over 400kg.

Stock were fed on a traditional ration including 
dry rolled corn which was grown on the 
farm and mostly handled in bags. Although 
performance was reasonably good and the 
enterprise made a margin, feed conversion 
efficiency inevitably tailed off as the stock 
aged. Rubbing salt into the wound was the 
gluten intolerance experienced by both Martyn 
and Gruff, who would be "bad for a week" 
after milling and mixing. And with some stock 

remaining on the farm for over two years, the 
cattle had to be kept in two batches by age, 
making extra work for the family team.

And then they saw the light!

By switching from dry rolled to moist crimped 
grain and buying a small, second-hand mixer 
wagon, both the ration and the system could 
be transformed. Grass silage also had the 
potential for improvement by taking an earlier 
cut, improving its preservation, and increasing 
its energy, protein and intake characteristics. 
As a result, a far higher quality ration could be 
fed whose palatability and high moisture would 
drive up dry matter intakes. And since crimped 
cereals are safer to feed than dry rolled corn, 
performance had significant scope to improve.

Reaching this position did not take long after 
the team’s first introduction to Kelvin Cave Ltd.

Martyn says: “We decided to try crimping as 
we’d heard of local people who’d done it 
successfully, so we tried just 10 acres in the 
first year.

Switch of feeding 
system transforms
beef performance

Feeding crimped grain and higher quality silage has increased beef growth 
rates and brought forward finishing, raising profitability on a mixed Welsh farm.
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“We bought the preservative, CrimpSafe 300, 
and a crimper – a Murska 350 – from Kelvin 
Cave Ltd. We shared the crimper with my 
cousin and made a small, temporary clamp out 
of two concrete panels for that first year. 

“We liked how it went – we found harvesting 
moist grain was easier, although it required 
different settings on the combine. But our
contractor, David Evans, has a good 
understanding and was prepared to set things 
up properly.”

Aiming for a moisture content of 35-40%,  
there was a far wider window for harvest than 
with dry grain. 

He says: “We find that as long as the dew has 
gone from the crop and you can walk through 
it with dry feet, you should be able to combine.

“We also gained an extra tonne to the acre, 
which is a big bonus,” he adds.

Explaining higher yields
Andy Strzelecki, technical director for Kelvin 
Cave Ltd, explains the better yields are seen 
on a dry matter as well as a fresh weight basis.

“These are partly, but not entirely, due to 
the extra moisture,” he says. “There’s a 
further bonus to come from less senescence 
and disease in the younger crop, which is 
harvested at its optimal nutritional value.

“Added to this are lower losses of the moist 
grain during harvest, which not only helps 
keep yields up but avoids volunteer barley the 
following year,” he says.

This was exactly the experience of the Jones 

family who had no hesitation in making 
crimped barley a permanent feature of their 
crop rotation.

They’d been encouraged by Andy to purchase 
the mixer wagon and improve the quality of 
their grass silage too, as he believed that with 
newly compiled rations, Martyn would be able 
to transform the performance of his stock. 

“I felt they’d be able to take all cattle to finish 
using mostly home-grown feed, while retaining 
the option of selling stores if the market was 
right,” says Andy.

The family followed his advice to the letter, 
building two permanent clamps for the 2020 
harvest, increasing their barley ground to 20 
acres and setting themselves up to rear and 
finish more cattle through the following winter.

Livestock performance
In fact, it was the performance of stock which 
truly cemented the position of crimp on the 
farm, which has transformed the success of 
the beef business.

Martyn says: “We found the rations containing 
crimp (see panel on page 19) gave a lift in dry 
matter intakes, a massive increase in growth 
rates and better contentment in the cattle.”

“We’ve never seen the cattle so happy,” adds 
Gruff. “Before, they were far more fidgety but 

Farmers Martyn Jones (right) and son Gruff.

Continued on page 18

Purpose-built crimped grain clamps at Plas Onn.
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Continued from page 17

this winter, they’ve been lying quietly, chewing 
the cud, and when you add fresh feed, some 
of them don’t even get up.”

All of this is reflected in performance, with 
average weights at turnout this spring of 430kg. 

“That’s closer to their weights at the end of 
summer in previous years, and means they’re 
easily six months ahead compared with the old 
system,” he says.

“This is our first year on the full system but it 
means we hope to finish a third before winter, 
to have only one year’s intake housed and 
everything gone by January, so clearing the 
shed for lambing,” adds Martyn.  

“But the biggest thing of all has been seeing 
deadweights come through at around 300kg,” 
he says. “This is down from 400kg, but at 
about half their previous age.

“We may still sell stores to capitalise on ‘green 
fever’, but now we don’t have to do so. If we 
had relied on this and gone down with TB, 
as we did 10 years ago, we would have been 
stuffed,” he says.

Uneven ripening
Further benefits he’s witnessed include the 
flexibility of the crop, which was demonstrated 
last season when patches of winter wheat 
were lost through waterlogging, but could be 
reseeded with spring barley.

“The winter wheat and spring barley could be 
harvested together without any detriment to 
the crimp,” he says. “If we’d been producing 
dry grain we would have had to use sprays to 
deal with the uneven ripening.”

Better quality straw is said to be softer and 
more palatable, suitable for both bedding and 
feed. And other agronomic benefits include 
earlier autumn cultivations and drilling before 
the winter sets in.

Space for a catch crop
“We’ve been able to harvest winter barley in 
the first week of July, winter wheat at the end 
of July and spring barley in early August,” says 
Martyn. “We think we might even be able to 
get in a crop of forage such as kale or rape for 

the lambs after the winter barley, and still get 
our winter wheat drilled.”

With shallow soils and an altitude of up to 600 
feet, this would be an impressive achievement 
on a partly unploughable, marginal cereal farm.

Although they have not yet calculated the beef 
enterprise’s annual profits, Martyn and Gruff 
have no doubt they’re significantly higher than 
in previous years.

This has come not only through better 
individual performance but by increasing the 
annual throughput from 40 to 70 head and 
potentially more, and increasing the acreage of 
crimp to 45 this year.

Reflecting on the system the family are 
delighted they’ve made the switch which has 
not only transformed the business but also 
the lives of Martyn and Gruff who no longer 
breathe in allergens from dry grain.

“Andy has helped us revolutionise the beef 
side of our business,” says Martyn. “It was 
working before but it was only just working. 
Now we are confident in its future.”

Gruff and Martyn discuss this year’s barley crop with Andy.
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The new rations at Plas Onn
(all based on freshweights and fed ad lib)

Grower ration
Grass silage 56.6%
Crimped barley 25.3%
Crimped wheat 9.7%
Blend  6.8%
Live yeast, minerals, limestone granules

Analysis:
ME 11.75MJ/kg DM, CP 15.9%, starch 27.5%

Finisher ration
Grass silage 50.6%
Crimped barley 31.5%
Crimped wheat 13.0%
Blend  3.5%
Live yeast, minerals, limestone granules

Analysis:
ME 11.9MJ/kg DM, CP 14.7%, starch 34.0%

Grass silage on Plas Onn Farm

Despite putting reasonable grass into the pit, 
the team at Plas Onn has always struggled 
to achieve good silage preservation.

Martyn says: “We’d put in reasonable quality 
grass but it would not stay stable and would 
often have patches of mould and heat up if 
not used quickly.”

Describing its palatability as ‘average’, he 
says this was despite trying numerous silage 
additives over many years, including a range 
of bacterial inoculants.

Always opting for one main cut, he says 
second cut was a gamble on a relatively dry 
farm whose thin soils have poor 
water retention.

“Relying on a second cut can put our winter 
forage stocks at risk and put pressure on 
autumn grazing,” he explains.

However, under the guidance of Andy 
Strzelecki from Kelvin Cave Ltd, he made 
the switch to an earlier fi rst cut and using 
the preservative Safesil Challenge. This 
would quickly stabilise the forage, cut mould 
and waste and slash dry matter losses.

Martyn says: “A friend had used Safesil 
years ago and couldn’t get over the 
difference. The cost had put me off but I 
have to put my hands up – it’s amazing!”

Also moving fi rst cut slightly forward to
10 June and planning a small second cut, 
he says: “It’s such a step up. It’s clearly very 
palatable and the cattle are happier with the 
high silage quality and their mixer wagon 
diet, and we have no waste at all.”

Plas Onn farm facts• 300 acre mixed sheep (450 ewes), beef and arable    farm, owned and rented, north of Welshpool• Historically reared 40 beef/year, bought as     weanling steers, sold fat (36 months) or as strong     stores (18 months)
• Ration switched from dry rolled grain to moist     crimped grain and improved silage • Increased steers to 70/year, with plans for more,     now fi nished on average aged 16 months• Trialled 10ac of crimped barley in 2019, increased    to 20acres in 2020 and 45acres in 2021• Cattle numbers still increasing, with fl exibility to     sell fat or as stores when the market is high
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Goodbye and best wishes 
for a long, happy and 
healthy retirement.

Nothing lasts for ever and, on 6th 

August, after 25 years’ service, we 
will be bidding a fond farewell to our 
technical director Andy Strzelecki. 

As well as covering sales across South 
Wales and the Welsh border counties, 
Andy has provided technical support to 
the rest of the team whilst being 
the driving force in the production of 
most of the company’s literature.  

As Andy has attended most of the 
major agricultural shows across the UK 
and Ireland he will be a familiar face to 
many of our customers.

He is well-respected in the industry 
nationally and internationally, having 
been invited to speak at many events 
both in the UK and around the world.
In his retirement Andy will be spending 
time enjoying his hobbies of sailing, 
walking and volunteering at the local 
nature reserve.

We are sure you will all join us 
in thanking Andy for his advice, 
commitment and, most importantly, 
his friendship over the years and wish 
him all the best for a long and happy 
retirement.  




